From careful studies of the 1530-nm fluorescence decay, we obtain the rate of energy transfer upconversion as a function of the inverted population for a series of nine highly Er-doped silica fibers (with concentrations from 0.3 to 8.6 1 10 25 Er 3+ -ions per m 3 ). The results demonstrate that the slow component (microsecond to millisecond scale) of the upconversion, usually referred to as the homogeneous upconversion, is clearly nonquadratic in its dependence on the inverted population, contrary to previous assumptions in the literature. In a second part, we present a new detailed model for energy transfer upconversion, permitting-to our knowledge for the first time-calculation of the rate of migration accelerated upconversion for any given spatial distribution of Er 3+ -ions. We demonstrate that the results from the decay measurements may be explained with this model. Next, we review the results from a CW green fluorescence detection experiment for the determination of the degree of clustering, which was previously performed on five of the nine fibers. We find accordance between these results and our model, with parameters consistent with those needed to fit the results of the decay experiment, and we arrive at a new conclusion about the nature of clustering.
Observation of Strongly Nonquadratic Homogeneous Upconversion in Er -Doped Silica Fibers and Reevaluation of the Degree of Clustering
population by one ion per process, whereas energy migration gives rise to the diffusion of excitation.
An important issue in the optimization of material and component design is the distinction [8] , [9] between the inevitable contribution to ETU from the homogeneously distributed Er -ions and the excess ETU stemming from the clustering of the Er -ions, which is to some degree controllable via codoping and the choice of process parameters. The intracluster ETU occurs on a submicrosecond time scale (time constants as short as 50 ns have been measured [10] ) due to short interionic distances. The homogeneous upconversion is slower and is usually modeled by a quadratic term in the rate equations [2] , [11] , [12] , which corresponds to assuming that the macroscopic (i.e., averaged over all Er -ions) upconversion rate is proportional to the number of Er -ions per unit volume in the level: . However, we have recently presented modeling results demonstrating that the validity of this quadratic model for a random spatial ion distribution will depend strongly on the relative strength between migration and upconversion [13] . The main goal of this work was to investigate experimentally the validity of the quadratic model. This is done in Sections II and III by measuring and interpreting the decay of the 1530-nm fluorescence. In Section IV, we introduce a new model describing ETU for any given spatial distribution of Er -ions. The model is used (in Section V) to simulate the experiment and is shown to well explain the nonquadratic behavior of the ETU obtained from the measurements. Finally, in Section VI, we show that reinterpreting earlier performed green fluorescence measurements [9] , [14] while using our new model leads to a degree of clustering that differs significantly from what had previously been deduced.
To separate the homogeneous upconversion from the cluster ETU, we study the decay of the 1530-nm fluorescence on a microsecond to millisecond time scale upon the blocking of a pump laser beam, thus avoiding contribution from the ultrafast intracluster ETU. This technique is not new, but, where previous experiments have been interpreted by fitting the measured fluorescence decays to excited state population decays calculated from preassumed models [15] - [17] , we wish to take a more basic approach without any a priori assumptions about the variation of the upconversion rate with the excited state population.
The decay of the 1530-nm fluorescence power is proportional to the decay of the excited state population , which is governed by . Thus, the total relaxation rate, equal to the sum of the spontaneous emission rate and the upconversion rate , can be determined as (1) Although this idea is very simple, it is not easily carried out, since: 1) fluorescence signals are inherently weak signals and 2) the required numerical differentiation will amplify highfrequency components and thus degrade the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, we had to carry out the experiment in a manner ensuring a large SNR and to carefully optimize the data treatment in order to filter away noise without distorting the final results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
For measuring the 1530-nm fluorescence decay, we used the setup illustrated in Fig. 2 . The light from a 100-mW 1480nm laser diode was focused onto the chopper before being coupled into the Er -doped fiber sample under investigation. This allowed us to obtain a fall time below 1 s for the cutoff of the pump. To detect directly the fluorescence in the 1530nm band and not the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), the Ge photodetector was placed transversely to the fiber. (To obtain the maximum possible fluorescence signal, the fiber was attached onto the Ge detector.) Through a transimpedance amplifier and a digital storage oscilloscope, the fluorescence data were acquired by a computer. A second detector was used to monitor the transmitted pump power.
The lengths of the Er -doped fiber samples were mainly chosen such that they ensured a suitable amount of scattered pump light. Some scattered pump light was desirable since it provided a well-defined sharp edge (corresponding to the cutoff of the pump) for the oscilloscope to trigger on, whereas too much scattered pump light would saturate the detection system and thus disturb the first part of the fluorescence decay measurement. Since the scattered pump light predominantly originated in an excitation of cladding modes at the incoupling and at the end reflection, a longer fiber (and fluorescence detection sufficiently far from the fiber ends) led to less scattered light. Fiber lengths of 15-20 cm were found to be suitable, when the coating was left on the fibers to increase the stripping of cladding modes. Finally, it was verified that the fiber samples were short enough to avoid any influence from ASE (an elaborate investigation of the influence from ASE was carried out and is described in Section III).
As mentioned in Section I, the calculation of the relaxation rate requires a high SNR on the initial fluorescence data. We therefore applied the feature of the oscilloscope allowing to average over 256 consecutive decays, thus improving the SNR with a factor of about . Furthermore, we recorded between 120 and 180 of these measurement series on the computer for each Er -doped fiber.
III. PROCESSING AND DISCUSSION
OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Fig. 3 shows an example of a measured fluorescence decay. The decays were sampled by the oscilloscope during 50 ms upon blocking of the pump, with a sampling time of 50 s. Since 50 s is much longer than the lifetime of a multiply-excited cluster (cf. Section I), we could-already from the first sample after pump cutoff-consider all clusters to be no more than singly excited. To illustrate the large nonexponential component of the measured decay, we have added an exponential fit to the last 25 ms of the decay.
The 120-180 measurement series for each fiber corresponded to 1-1.5 h of measurement. During this time, there was a risk of decrease in the incoupled pump power, whereas the efficiency for collecting fluorescence by the Ge detector was extremely stable. For each fiber, the data treatment began with an inspection of the ensemble of measured decays, and, in the case of major changes in the incoupled pump power, the involved data were rejected. Furthermore, to compensate for minor changes of pump power in the Er -doped fiber, averaging was not done directly on the measured decays, but on the data for the relaxation rate [calculated via (1)] as a function of the inverted population (proportional to the measured fluorescence). Er 3+ -concentration of 6.0110 25 ions per m 3 . No change is seen between ( min ; max) = (0:5; 10) and (1, 20) , whereas some distortion sets in at (5, 100) . ( min ; max ) = (0:5; 10) were chosen as appropriate filter parameters.
The sampled decay sequence ) must be filtered prior to the numerical differentiation involved in the calculation of the relaxation rate according to (1) . A numerical filtering was implemented in the time domain with a Gaussian filter response. A study of the noise related to the measured fluorescence decay revealed a nearly constant noise level, independent of the variation in the signal level, and thus probably dominated by the shot noise related to the detector dark current and to the background light. Consequently, the SNR decreased by approximately 40 dB during the decays, e.g., for fiber #2 (with the second lowest Er -concentration: 0.5 10 ions per m ), the SNR decreased from around 55 dB to around 15 dB (For fibers with higher Er -concentration, the fluorescence signal level was higher and the SNR therefore better.). Since the beginning of the decay signal had a higher content of high-frequency components, whereas the last part of the decay signal was the more noisy, we chose to let the filter width vary with time.
In summary, we performed the convolution
with (symmetric truncation near the ends to avoid boundary effects) and with the time-varying filter impulse response
where is a linearly growing function. The minimum and maximum filterwidth and , respectively, were optimized for each measurement series by observing at which filterwidths the final result, became distorted. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the measurements on fiber #6. For this measurement series, calculation of the relaxation rate was possible without any filtering (shown with dots on the figure), but for other measurement series, some filtering was necessary to get any sensible results at all.
Comparison between the -curves calculated from the 120-180 measurement series per fiber showed excellent agreement, except for the cases with major changes in the incoupling of pump power, leading to, e.g., triggering errors. As expected, measurements following a minor decrease in the incoupled pump power led to -curves that coincided perfectly with the previous measurements, but were truncated at high values of the inverted population . Finally, for some fiber samples, measurements were repeated after several days, and perfect reproducibility was again observed. Fig. 5 summarizes the measurements on all nine fibers, showing the relaxation rate for the Er -ions in the level as a function of the population inversion . For each fiber, the curve represents an average over the performed measurement series. Due to lack of space, error bars indicating the standard deviations are only shown for three of the curves. The fluorescence power only yields a relative measurement of the inverted population. Prior to all measurement series, we measured the fluorescence power as a function of the pump power, and saturation was observed in all cases. Comparison of the saturation curves with a simple model (not including ETU) gave values around 0.7 for the inversion at full pump power (the maximum obtainable inversion with 1480-nm pumping was calculated to be 0.75 on the basis of emission and absorption spectra). We thus chose to normalize the inversion to 0.7 at the beginning of all decays, but we must emphasize that the absolute scale for the population inversion is only approximate and that, in particular for the fibers with the highest Er-concentration, the actual inversion may be significantly lower.
We see from Fig. 5 that fibers #2-9, which are aluminosilicate fibers, all have a relaxation rate of approximately 90 s in the limit of zero inversion, corresponding to a radiative lifetime around 11 ms. Fiber #1 is a germanosilicate fiber and has a radiative lifetime of 12.6 ms. The increase in the relaxation rate with the inverted population demonstrates the quenching of the Er -ions, and we shall assume this quenching to be dominated by energy transfer upconversion between Er -ions. This assumption is supported by numerous observations reported in the literature [1] , [8] , [9] , [11] together with the fact that we were able to detect a significant 980nm fluorescence signal when approaching a Si detector to the fibers (ETU leads to 980-nm fluorescence from the level, whereas this is not the case for quenching mechanisms involving the transfer of energy from an Er -ion to, e.g., an OH -ion). Finally, the fact that the quenching rate grows with both the Er-concentration and the population inversion also supports the assumption of ETU as the dominating quenching mechanism.
The main conclusion from Fig. 5 is that the upconversion rate experienced by the Er -ions in the manifold does not grow linearly with the population, i.e., the model predicting a quadratic dependence of the number of ETU processes on the excited state population, does not hold for our fibers. On the contrary, the curves all bend upwards, as would be expected for the case, where migration is too weak for the quadratic model to be valid [13] . At first sight, the tendency of bending upwards seems stronger for the curves representing the highest concentration fibers, but a closer inspection (comparison of the curves with the maximum upconversion rate normalized to 1) reveals that, apart from fibers #1 and #2, where the results are too noisy, all the curves have roughly the same shape.
To confirm our conclusion, we must verify that ASE did not affect the results. Due to the transverse detection setup, ASE did not contribute directly to the detected signal, but Er -transitions stimulated by ASE might accelerate the beginning of the population decay and thus be the real cause for the upwards bending of the curves for the relaxation rate. To exclude this possibility, we repeatedly measured the fluorescence decay from fiber #6 (6.0 10 Erions per m ) while gradually reducing the fiber length from 50 to 2 cm. Fig. 6 shows a superposition of the obtained curves for the relaxation rate as a function of the inversion, together with the maximum relaxation rate as a function of the fiber length. We see that all the curves for the relaxation rate bend upwards, so this effect is not merely a result of ASE. On the other hand, there is a significant spread in the maximum relaxation rate, which we attribute to two factors in the experimental conditions: 1) we only recorded one measurement for each fiber length, and the statistical uncertainty is, therefore, larger than for the results in Fig. 5 , and 2) the pump incoupling was not readjusted after each cutback (the points where grows with decreasing fiber length match with the reoptimizations of the incoupling).
To remove any remaining doubt, we construct a simple model of the influence from ASE. Assuming constant population inversion along the fiber (this assumption, although simplistic, will not change the order of magnitude for the ASE), the spectral density of forward propagating ASE at distance from the pump incoupling becomes [18] (4)
In this expression, and , where and are the emission and absorption cross sections for the transition, is the optical frequency, is the confinement factor, and are, respectively, the total concentration of Er -ions and the concentration of Er -ions excited to the level, and is Planck's constant. The expression for the backward ASE is obtained from (4) by replacing by , where is the fiber length.
The ASE will imply a net relaxation rate on the Er -ions, given as the difference between the number of ASE stimulated emission and absorption processes per time divided by the population. For this net relaxation rate, we arrive at the following expression (where is the doping radius):
In Fig. 6 , we have shown the calculated net rate of ASE stimulated emission for fiber #6 at an inversion of 0.7 as a function of the fiber length. To obtain a worst case prediction, the fiber end was used as calculation point. We see that, for a fiber shorter than around 50 cm, the ASE stimulated emission rate is negligible and, thus, it cannot have had any influence on the measurements performed at fiber lengths of 15-20 cm. We have performed these calculations for all 9 fibers and have verified that the ASE stimulated emission rates are negligible compared to the measured upconversion rates in all cases.
We can equally exclude scattered ASE entering the transverse detector together with the fluorescence as an error source. Since the net rate of ASE stimulated emission is negligible compared to the spontaneous emission rate, the number of ASE photons generated per time is thus negligible compared to the number of emitted fluorescence photons per time. Also, the number of scattered ASE photons per time must be smaller than the number of generated ASE photons per time in order for the ASE to experience a net gain.
IV. CONTINUUM MODEL FOR ETU
In [13] , we presented a detailed model for calculation of the macroscopic upconversion rate from an assumed microscopic spatial distribution of the Er -ions together with an assumed dependence of the upconversion and migration probabilities on the interionic distance. In a first version of the model, we used Monte Carlo simulations to generate the Er sites as well as to simulate the temporal behavior of the ions, whereas a second version described the temporal behavior via equations for the excitation probabilities for each ion together with the joint excitation probabilities for neighboring ions. The second version was much faster than the first, but still demanded very long calculation times to obtain an adequate statistical certainty. For this reason, we limited ourselves to consideration of the dipole-dipole interaction between randomly distributed Er ions. In this paper, we present a new model based on equations for the probability densities of the second-order spatial ion distributions, eliminating the stochastical element in the calculations and allowing a reduction in calculation times by many orders of magnitude (typically from days to minutes). As in [13] , we consider only the populations of the ground level and the first excited level . We let designate the probability (at time ) per (unit volume) of finding two excited Er -ions with a distance between them. Similarly, we introduce the distribution of nonexcited Er -ions relative to excited Er -ions, the distribution of nonexcited Er -ions relative to nonexcited Er -ions, and the distribution of all Er -ions relative to all Er -ions. Since , the distribution may be eliminated. The limiting values of the distributions are related to the population concentrations, since ions sufficiently far apart do not interact (6) The impact of absorption (with rate ), emission (with rate ), and ETU processes on the temporal evolution of the second-order distributions and can be expressed in terms of the third-order distributions, and, by applying appropriate approximations to these, one obtains the following system of equations: (7) where is the probability per time unit for two excited Er -ions at distance to perform ETU and where the macroscopic upconversion rate is given as the number of upconversion processes per time and volume unit divided by the excited state population concentration (8) We have verified that (6)-(8) lead to results in accordance with those obtained by our previously reported stochastical simulations, when energy migration is excluded. When trying to include migration into (7) , it turns out not to be possible to eliminate the third-order distributions. We therefore choose a more phenomenological description of the impact of migration on the spatial distributions. The number of migration processes per time and volume unit can be expressed as (9) where is the probability per time unit for an excitation to migrate between two Er -ions at distance . We note that the Er -ions in the ground level will experience an average migration-induced excitation rate of , whereas the excited Er -ions will experience an average relaxation rate of caused by energy migration. We therefore simply add and to, respectively, the absorption and emission rate. This approximation will lead to an overestimation of the impact of migration on the spatial distributions and , since it does not take into account that two closely spaced Er -ions-working as a quenching center-will tend to deplete a zone around them from excitation and therefore will have less probability of being excited by energy migration. However, we have, through comparison with our stochastical simulations, verified that the correct macroscopic results may be obtained by applying a value for the strength of migration that is smaller than the physical parameter value.
As input to the model, we need to specify the distribution of Er -ions, , together with the dependencies and of upconversion and migration probabilities on the interionic distance. We shall assume that is a superposition of a homogeneous distribution with a certain minimum distance between the Er -ions and a narrow peak around a distance slightly smaller than , representing the sites leading to clustering (10) Here, is the Heavyside unity function, and is a narrow Gaussian, centered around , and normalized so that becomes the average excess number of Er -neighbors that each Er -ion has due to clustering. A physically more interesting parameter is the fraction of the Er -ions that are unbleachable due to clustering. Thus, the clusterinduced reduction of the maximum obtainable gain (in dB) of an amplifier is given by the factor , where and are the absorption and emission cross sections at the signal wavelength. The relation between and depends slightly on the distribution of cluster sizes. If all clusters were pairs, , since only one ion per pair can be inverted. Actually, considering only the second-order ion distributions in the way the model does corresponds to implicitly assuming a near-Poissonian distribution of cluster sizes. From (7) , it can be shown that the fraction of unbleachable Er -ions in the model is . This relation allows us to relate the external parameter to the internal parameter in the model. Several X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) measurements with the purpose of studying the local environment around Er in various host glasses have been reported [19] , [20] . These studies generally show: 1) a coordination shell of six O-atoms at a distance around 0.22-0.23 nm from the Er-atom followed by 2) a coordination shell with Si-atoms at a distance around 0.31 nm in the case of silica, but no sign of neighboring Er-atoms within the 0.4-nm range of the XAFS method has been reported. Thus, neither the location nor the shape of the assumed cluster peak in the ion distribution is known. However, it is known that the timescale of the intracluster ETU is much faster than the timescale of our measurements. Therefore, we set with s (having verified that the modeling results do not depend on for less than a few microseconds) for all under the cluster peak, and thus only the area under the cluster peak counts. We arbitrarily set nm. For interaction outside clusters, we shall consider only the dipole-dipole terms [13] , [21] (11)
where is to indicate that the migration strength parameter in our model is a phenomenological parameter whose value will differ from the physical value. We choose to assume the minimum distance nm for the homogeneous part of the Er -ion distribution, noting that a wrong value will just correspond to a scaling of the parameters and . To illustrate the model, Fig. 7 shows the distribution given by (10) for the case % together with calculated steady-state solutions for the distributions and for different values of the migration strength parameter . As expected, ETU creates a spatial hole burning phenomenon in the distribution and a corresponding bump in the distribution . Energy migration tends to bring the distributions back toward the shape of the distribution of all Er -ions.
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN MODEL AND EXPERIMENT
To simulate the experimental conditions of our fluorescence decay measurements, we first set and (1480 nm)/ (1480 nm) , where is the pump absorption rate, and determine the steady-state solution to (7) . We then set and and find the temporal evolution of the distributions and , which allows us to calculate the excited state population and the average upconversion rate as functions of time. We use the -curves as the basis for comparing model and experiment.
To fit the model to the experimental data, we begin by assuming no clustering, i.e.,
. We then assume a value of and adapt the pumping rate so that the measured and calculated -curves coincide at the maximum inversion. Then, is varied until the best fit between the two curves is obtained. Fig. 8 illustrates this process for fiber #8 (8.6 10 Er -ions per m ) for the cases nm and nm. It is clear from this figure that nm leads to a good fit, whereas the fit is poor for nm. By demanding that the sum of the square of the residuals should not exceed twice its minimum value, we are able to determine and within certain intervals. However, these intervals could have been significantly narrower if we Authorized licensed use limited to: Danmarks Tekniske Informationscenter. Downloaded on May 11,2010 at 12:48:38 UTC from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply. ). Instead, we can only give a lower limit for based on a measurement of the residual pump power at the end of the Er-doped fiber. Using this lower limit, the intervals for and can be narrowed slightly. Finally, we vary the cluster parameter , which turns out not to have any impact on the fitting of the model to the experimental -curves. Thus, we can conclude that reactivation of clusters through energy migration had negligible influence on our decay experiment, which therefore cannot be used to quantify clustering.
The fitting was carried out for all the fibers except for #1 and #2 where the SNR for the -curve was too bad for any fitting to be meaningful. (This was a consequence of the weak fluorescence signal combined with a small upconversion rate compared to , both of which were due to a lower Er-concentration than in other fibers.) For all other fibers, a good fit between the experiment and model was obtained. The results from the decay experiment and the fitting to the model are summarized in Table I .
VI. REINTERPRETATION OF THE GREEN FLUORESCENCE EXPERIMENT
In order to quantify the degree of clustering, a different type of experiment must be made. One of the standard methods is a green fluorescence detection experiment, first described in [9] . We have previously reported on the characterization of five of the fibers discussed in this paper (fibers #2, 3, 5, 8, and 9) by this method [14] . In this experiment, we pumped a short sample ( 1 cm) of the Er-doped fiber with up to 275 mW of pump power from a Ti : sapphire laser and observed the steadystate powers of the infrared fluorescence around 1530 nm and the green fluorescence around 540 nm as functions of pump power. The 1530-nm fluorescence provides a measurement of the population of the metastable level, whereas the green fluorescence power divided by the pump power is proportional to the population of the manifold, since excited-state absorption from this level is the source of the green fluorescence. The populations and were then fitted to a simple model in order to extract the fraction of unbleachable Er -ions and an effective lifetime for these ions. The results showed heavy clustering with growing strongly with the Er-concentration from 1% for fiber #2 to 23% for fiber #8 and then further to 42% for fiber #9, which has the same Er-concentration as #8, but contains no lanthanum. Very long effective lifetimes were found, growing from around 50 s for fiber #2 to around 400 s for fiber #8, indicating influence from homogeneous upconversion and migration.
In order to reinterpret the results from the green fluorescence experiment, we need to enable the continuum model to predict also the population . To do this, we use a perturbation type approach. Since due to the short lifetime (around 10 s [22] ) of the manifold, we assume that the level population and the macroscopic upconversion rate are correctly predicted by the 2-level model. The population may then by demanding be found as (12) where is the pump absorption rate and is the lifetime, which we set to 10 s. To simulate the 980nm pumping, we set and in the continuum model. To fit our model to the results from the green fluorescence experiment, we use the values of and that were extracted from the decay experiment. We then adjust the proportionality constant between pump power and pump rate so that model and experiment agree with respect to the shape of the versus pump power curve. Finally, we fit for the shape of the versus pump power curve to determine . Fig. 9 illustrates the last step of this procedure for the fiber #8 (8.6 10 Er -ions per m ). For this fiber, we clearly get the best fit for . For all the fibers #3, 5, 8, and 9, we obtain accordance between the continuum model and the results from the green fluorescence experiment, when using the values of and found from the decay experiment. For each fiber, both extremes of the determined intervals for and have been tried. Table II compares the previously reported and the new interpretation of the green fluorescence experiment.
We see that there is a dramatic difference in the extracted values for the fraction of Er -ions that are unbleachable due to clustering. According to the new model, only fiber [9] for some of the fibers investigated.
On the other hand, we see from Table I that the values of the upconversion strength parameter , determined from the decay experiment, grow with the Er-concentration from nm for fiber #4 to nm for fiber #9. Remembering that the upconversion probability is proportional to the sixth power of and that this parameter should actually be concentration independent, we conclude that these figures are hiding a physical phenomenon not included in our model. The results indicate that the Er -ion distribution does in fact change with concentration, but primarily in a manner preserving its homogeneous type shape. We propose that the clustering is not due to a well-defined distinct site for one Er -ion near another Er -ion, but rather to a smeared out site, leading to a broad cluster peak in the distribution , detectable in both a steady state as well as in a decay experiment. This would also explain why an Er-Er peak has not been observed in any XAFS study of Er-doped glasses.
We finally note that, even for the low concentration fibers, the found values for are very large compared to the predicted values around 1 nm, calculated from the overlap integral between the emission spectrum and the excited state absorption spectrum [2] , [13] . The reason for this may be that higher order terms representing dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions are not negligible and should have been included in (11) . (Inclusion of such terms would not have changed our conclusions, since this would not change the concentration dependencies in the model.) Another possible explanation for the large values is that only the ratio is actually determined, cf. Section IV. If the physical is smaller than the assumed 0.6 nm, the actual will be correspondingly smaller than the value listed in Table I . Since the XAFS studies reported in the literature only rule out distinct peaks in the distribution , might even be smaller than the XAFS range limit of 0.4 nm.
VII. CONCLUSION
From a 1530-nm fluorescence decay measurement on a series of silica fibers, we have demonstrated that the slow component of the energy transfer upconversion does not obey the quadratic law usually assumed for homogeneous upconversion. We have developed a model based on equations for the second-order spatial distributions of excited and nonexcited Er -ions, which can explain our experimental results. By fitting our model to both the decay experiment and to a previously reported green fluorescence detection experiment, we have demonstrated that, as the Er-concentration grows in the examined fibers, we get increased energy transfer upconversion, not in the form of an increased ultrafast cluster contribution, but more taking the form of an increased homogeneous upconversion, with both fast and slow components. This indicates the presence of a clustering phenomenon with a broad interval of Er -Er distances.
We furthermore conclude that the green fluorescence experiment is a useful tool for obtaining quantitative information about the ETU in an Er-doped material, but is not fit for determining the fraction of unbleachable (fast decaying) Erions. For this, one should rather turn to direct observation through nanosecond spectroscopy [23] .
